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PLANTATION WORKERS breaks new ground. Anti-colonial 
resistance and plantation labour have both been popular themes 
in modern Pacific Islands history, but they have rarely been 
combined to examine the ways that workers coped with plantation 
regimes. In a sense this is ironic, since, as one of the contributors 
points out, "[I]abor migration was central to Pacific colonialism" 
(p. 69). One reason for such an oversight is the problem of 
defining "resistance". Ten years ago, Peter Hempenstall and 
Noel Rutherford examined typologies proposed by African 
historians and suggested that "protest" was a more encompassing 
word to describe the efforts by Pacific Islanders to effect positive 
change in colonial systems (1984: 2). Roger Keesing, in his latest 
book on the Kwaio of Malaita, argued that the core metaphor of 
overt opposition to domination did not necessarily bar less obvious 
forms from the category of resistance (1992: 214-19). He made 
specific reference to the "weapons of the weak" described by 
James Scott (1985) in his work on Malaysian peasants. 

Some of the contributors also pay homage, alIl\Ost 
hagiographically, to Scott, despite the methodological challenge 
of recovering information about his "everyday forms of peasant 
resistance [such as] foot dragging, dissimulation, desertion, false 
compliance, pilfering, feigned ignorance, slander, arson, 
sabotage ... " (Scott 1985: xvi). In fact, co-editor Brij Lal has 
theorised a continuum of self-interested actions ranging from 
resistance to accommodation, which were not, he says, 
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"contradictory and mutually exclusive strategies" (p. 188). His 
chapter, derived from an earlier article (Lal 1986), explains the 
relative "non-resistance" of Indian indentured labour on Fiji 
plantations by the fact that the planters had such overwhelming 
power that workers "chose accommodation and individual acts 
of passive resistance to cope with an almost impossible situation" 
(p. 188). In other words, survival itself, under an oppressive 
system, might be seen as an act of defiance against the odds. 

This notion certainly extends Keesing's core metaphor, to 
the point where Hempensta~ and Rutherford might question its 
conceptual viability. But it does acknowledge what Eugene 
Genovese found in his studies of Afro-American slave society, 
that searching for "glorious" rebellions to report may blind 
historians to the subtle ways that workers manage to preserve 
their autonomy, including superficial accommodation (1971: 130). 
One is reminded of Homi Bhaba's (1984) proposal that mimicry 
opens possibilities for the colonised to rob the coloniser of a 
certain degree of agency: for example, are orders being carried out 
exactly as the boss intended, Of are they being transmuted into 
new purposes? Lal shows, inter alia, that sirdars (Indian overseers) 
were not simply dependent on their planter employers but used 
their power and influence to increase their own status. Hence, 
focusing only on revolt, in stereotypical terms, might miss the 
self-preservation and manipulation embedded in apparent co
operation, or the diversity of interests among workers. 

All three editors are known specialists in labour and 
plantation history in the Pacific, and their fellow authors are 
equally well-qualified. Doug Munro's introductory essay puts 
resistance/accommodation studies in historiographic context 
and synthesises material from the other chapters. He not only 
discusses the rise of the indenture system after the abolition of 
slavery (Philip Curtin's Rise and Fall of the Plantation Complex 
might bea useful 'prequel') and the inception of Pacific plantations 
during the American Civil War, but also the "Canberra school" 
approach and its rivals, relevant insights from other geographic 
areas and what might be called the everyday forms of oppression, 
from company stores and paternalistic 'perks' to the invocation of 
state power. Edward Beechert's five-page closing chapter of 
"Reflections" is less satisfying but nevertheless warns against the 
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"trap of negativism" that places over-emphasis on high drama to 
the neglect of worker voluntarism and cultural resilience. He 
finds workers' empowerment in the fact that they supplied the 
labour of production, which can create an opportunity for self
assertion: "The struggle for control is perhaps the most dialectical 
of all the processes of class" (p. 318). 

Beechert's chapter on Hawaii, his specialty, is well
grounded and contributes to our understanding of planter 
hegemony as a "race-making" situation: planters in Hawaii 
defied local community opposition to labour immigration and 
continually sought out new ethnic groups to compensate for the 
supposed defects of previous imports. Moore discusses 
Melanesian "counterculture" in Queensland, once again his 
strongest suit. He separates Islander "response" from forms of 
resistance and argues that it was actually acculturative 
accommodation that made pan-ethnic protest possible for the 
educated Melanesians who wanted to remain in Australia after 
the end of the labour trade. Munro and Stewart Firth combine 
their recognised skills in their analysis of the relatively neglected 
case of Gilbertese labourers on German plantations in Samoa, and 
Judith Bennett's long familiarity with Solomon Islands material is 
evident in her chapter. After long periods of suppression, hope 
finall y arri ved in both cases: British consular interven tion because 
of the 1892 Gilbert Islands Protectorate and Maasina Rule protests 
in 1947. In his chapter, Lal proposes (with obvious izzat) that the 
abolition of indenture in Fiji in 1920 freed Indians to the point 
where, "[i1t was their struggle, perhaps more than anything else, 
that led to the independence of Fiji in 1970 ... " (p.213). 

For comparative perspective, there are also three chapters 
on plantation systems in Guatemala, the Yucatan, and Peru, of 
which the second is the longest and best. David McCreery argues 
that Guatemalan state power overcame Indian peasant resistance 
in the 1870s, but at the price of losing "ideological hegemony". 
Workers might still petition, or flee, but their heritage of post
conquest "consensus" was undermined. Allen Wells and Gilbert 
Joseph demonstrate that Mexican planters, with state help, 
dominated the Yucatan Maya until the 1910 revolution. 
Paternalistic strategies, such as dependency on the company 
store and security from bandits, complemented coercion. Wells 
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and Gilbert also admit frankly the methodological problem that 
much of the evidence for Scott's form of muted opposition has 
"fallen through the cracks of the historical record" (p. 269). They 
even suggest that he overstates the case for "a consistent strategy 
of everyday resistance" (p. 273). Michael Gonzales supports his 
own premise that northern Peruvian peons were "actors with 
considerable capacity to shape their own histories" (p. 297) with 
data on how the Aspillaga family, at least, demonstrated their 
own form of "accommodation". They behaved paternalistically, 
even selling at cost in the cOinpany store, until rising living costs 
created a crisis that forced them to call in the army in the 191Os. 

Overall, the book achieves its purposes of explaining why 
plantation workers found it so difficult to organise open opposition, 
and of suggesting ways that they expressed their dissatisfaction 
less than "gloriously" . Most chapters seem to do better at the 
former task than the latter, since, as Beechert says in his closing 
reflections, "[w10rkers leave few diaries and convenient records 
to guide the historian" (p. 317). It is easier to document the 
cultural disunity of Melanesians, the divisive ethnic strategies of 
planters in Hawaii, the terrorism employed by planters in Samoa, 
the ineffectiveness of protective laws, and the ploys used to 
persuade workers that "such a repressive system is part of the 
logical, immutable order of things ... " (p. 248), than to dig up 
everyday resistance or Lars subversive accommodations which 
can demand innovati ve methods (such as using criminal records) 
and a keen eye for hidden agendas. Nevertheless, several chapters 
do a commendable job of such archaeology. 

More than one author in this book is not afraid to use the 
word victim, which is refreshing in modem Pacific history, 
because ultimately they are telling a rather harsh tale, no matter 
how much they try to privilege voluntarism or disobedience. 
Indeed, there is some irony in the cases of Queensland Melanesians 
and Indo-Fijians, where the Canberra school's emphasis on agency 
has contradicted their claims that their ancestors were kidnapped 
into plantation "slavery". Perhaps that is the flip-side to 
McCreery's comment that, "[o]ppressed peoples have no 
obligation to act in ways academics find dramatic or exciting, but 
rather to survive and endure ... " (p. 235). 
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